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Designed for Style and Purpose
Sleek and streamlined Envoy® exhibit system gives exhibitors the unrivaled advantage of a clean, modern look in a lighter weight 
custom modular system. Envoy is designed to allow graphics to stand out with Skyline’s exclusive FlexLock® Fabric Connection System, 
which conceals fabric to hardware connection.

Structural Inline Exhibits
Create distinctive inline exhibits that provide a big brand 
presence along with the functionality to meet any objective. 
Stylish Envoy offers shelving for products, lockable counters 
for technology and storage, and a variety of lighting options.

Unique Island Exhibits
Custom modular Envoy has cross-compatible straight, curved 
and angled components and connections to create the look 
that’s right for your brand. Ceilings help define space and 
create a warmer environment for attendees.

Interactive Kiosks
Envoy elegantly supports flat screens, computers and keyboards 
for presentations and demonstrations. With its 4-inch panel 
depth, Envoy neatly conceals technology connections and 
electric cords to maintain a clean look.

Envoy is also designed to accommodate double-sided graphics, 
which is perfect for kiosk and island applications.
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Today’s savvy consumers are developing a greater awareness of design. With that in mind, Envoy was designed with an eye towards 
the clean aesthetic of modern graphics, products and architecture – setting a completely new benchmark for exhibit design.

Many Design Features
Envoy has so many features and is so flexible that you can 
create nearly any look. Because Envoy is smartly engineered for 
inside corners, it allows for arches, doors, windows, continuous 
walls and much more.

Create an Experience
Envoy components allow you to create many shapes on a 
grand scale. Immerse attendees in your brand and create an 
experience that they won’t forget. Consider interior lighting 
and backlighting for greater impact.

Multiple Shapes For Any Design

Envoy’s family of components – rounded, square and angled – allow you to create the look that represents your valuable brand.
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Large Envoy hanging structures in many shapes and sizes 
can be created for overhead branding. Backlighting is an option.



Designed for Impact and Efficiency

Big impact, lower costs. Envoy is compatible with other 
Skyline modular systems so you can create any look for any 
objective. Modular systems also have the added benefits of 
lighter weight, smaller packing, easier installation, the 
flexibility to change design, and reduce your overall 
operating expenses.

Modular Exhibits Optimize ROI
Reduce your shipping, drayage and storage costs – and 
increase your ROI. A study by Tradeshow Week proved that 
Skyline’s custom modular exhibits weigh 60% less than 
traditional custom exhibits which reduces expenses and can 
save thousands show after show.

Brilliant 2-Sided Backlighting
Stand out with double-sided backlit graphics! Envoy, with 
Skyline Splendora® fabric and energy-efficient Skyline LED 
lighting, attracts attention and hides all wires for a clean look.

Skyline’s Splendora® display fabric is designed for back-
lighting. Specific thread shape and density promote even 
light diffusion across the panel surface and reduce hot spots.

Demos, Merchandising
What are your objectives? Envoy’s flexibility allows you to 
create built-in meeting areas with seating, interactive 
presentation and demo stations using the latest technology, 
and elegant product merchandising with optional LED lighting.

Available for Rent
Rent the exhibit that’s right for your brand. Envoy exhibits are 
available for rent in all sizes and designs.
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